
SUBMISSION FROM MERVYN BENFORD 
 

Schools (Consultation) (Scotland) Bill 
 
A:  The Small School as a wholesome, effective model of education 
 
1 We are pleased to be asked not only to submit written evidence but also to attend 
on May 6th. to respond to questions. As a national association across the UK we respect 
the devolved nature of provision in Scotland and this submission is confined more to 
general overview of involved and relevant principles. We believe the detail of the Bill a 
proper matter for Scottish people to determine. We are happy to respond to questions on 
this paper at the oral hearing.  
 
2 We welcome a Bill designed to ensure a fair and balanced assessment of all issues 
relevant to proposals to close small schools or otherwise rationalise/re-organise provision 
affecting the life and work of small schools. We welcome a Bill shaped by hard evidence 
particularly well exposed in Scotland affirming small school worth. 
 
3 The fact that Scottish evidence is almost entirely confirmed in one way or another 
by data and research findings from across the UK and in international findings lends 
strength to the underlying premises we see in the Bill, namely the need to protect the 
model of wholesome, effective education that small schools represent from unjustified 
destruction. 
  
Scottish evidence shows that children in its smallest schools have a significantly higher 
chance of entering higher education and that children in such schools from disadvantaged 
and impoverished backgrounds make progress. This latter evidence is rare in our 
experience. Since first identified in “All our Futures” in the 1970s a significant cadre of 
disaffected, under-achieving pupils from such backgrounds has remained a blight upon a 
school system heavily committed to provision in large and urban schools.  
 
This problem has proved enormously expensive not only to education budgets but also for 
other public services such as social services, NHS and police. NASS submits that the 
evidence from Scotland and elsewhere that small-scale provision, close to home and 
community, has not only educational and social but also financial benefit has never been 
properly recognised by those analysing small school costs. 
 
Yet the 1983 research for the then Department of the Environment by Forsyth and Nisbet 
at Aberdeen University specifically recommended that economic cost benefit analysis and 
the impact on parents are relevant financial factors.. 
 
The US “Headstart” project designed to bridge a visible and tense gap in perceptions 
between home and school in big cities was ultimately shown ten years on to return to the 
Exchequer, for every dollar spent , between $4 and $15 as long-term profit on the 
investment. “Headstart” cost billions. The profit came from two sources:  
 
i. The costs of educational failure, disaffection, truancy, vandalism, drugs, criminality, 
etc. were reduced through higher attendance and more purpose for pupils arising from 
parents and teachers being more on the same wavelength.. 
 
ii. Better performance brought improved staying-on rates, better results/qualifications 
and higher tax revenues. 
 



The Scottish evidence cited above is the exact parallel, more success for disadvantaged 
children and families and more enduring achievement. We submit that the same economic 
investment benefits well extrapolate from the US evidence. The Nisbet study reported the 
findings of Johnstone, HMI, that the most successful pupils at ”Highers” were from remote, 
sparsely-populated communities (where schools would have been very small.) Current 
Scottish evidence has thus endured over 30 years. To achieve such outcomes does not 
cost extra billions though Birmingham is currently proposing to spend £40m on just 50 
schools with classroom discipline problems to reach parents directly. Small schools do it 
almost free. This wholesome, effective model of small-school provision underpins our 
promotion of the urban village concept in future urban provision through which to generate 
similar benefits and outcomes. It should not be erased. 
 
iii. Consistently the most successful Local Authority in Wales at ‘A’ level has been 
Ceredigion, which has the most small and very small primary schools. Within work done in 
2006/7 for the Commission for Rural Communities by Cambridge Research Associates on 
Choice in Rural Education it was possible to show that in the schools studied there was 
also a higher rate of access at 18+ to higher education for children from the smallest 
schools. 
 
iv. In 2007 a Derbyshire primary school with 28 pupils was kept open by the Schools 
Adjudicator. It had included in its evidence the pass rates at 16+ for its pupils at the rural 
secondary school to which they had transferred. Their success was 82% achieving five 
GCSE’s A to C compared to the school’s 74% and the national 56% rate. 
 
v. At the time the Scilly Isles schools, primary and secondary, were formed into one 
school the secondary school was in Special Measures from OFSTED inspection, the larger 
primary on St. Mary’s was “causing concern” but the two island schools with just four or 
five pupils were receiving their second successive glowing OFSTED reports. 
 
4 The Scottish evidence represents a highly positive, national and international 
picture of effective schooling, utterly disproving almost all that has been argued, 
educationally and financially against them. The current Welsh Assembly consultation on 
future school organisation invites comments and ideas on all aspects but on small rural 
schools chooses to lead by listing as a supposed “problem” the conventional deficiency 
shibboleths: small peer groups; old buildings; few teachers; remoteness; mixed age and 
ability teaching and of course high costs. None of these claims has been backed by hard 
evidence. They remain unsubstantiated and little more than opinion, though highly 
plausible to decision-makers unaware of the facts. No evidence exists that children in 
Canada and Australia educated for primary years at home because of distance become a 
kind of second-class citizen, socially disadvantaged and a problem.  
 
 5 We know no studies showing envisaged closure savings materialise. West Sussex’ 
Deputy CEO told his small school Heads that if all their schools closed the rest would 
receive a £50 once-only bonus. This was well before recent transport cost escalation. In 
July 2008 told us the percentage of primary teachers employed in schools of 100 pupils or 
less was 5.4%, confirming earlier NASSS data. Half those teachers would be needed 
wherever the children attend. This is hardly the drain on the rest of the system and the 
urban poor long claimed by those who would close small schools. The urban poor need 
the same small-scale provision such as we are promoting through our urban village 
concept. Whilst the percentages in Scotland and Wales may be higher as there is perhaps 
greater overall rurality and remoteness, we do not think the argument changes. Scottish 
evidence obtained by SRSN has shown that closing a school can and usually will cost 
more than keeping it open long-term and that when broader economic analysis is applied 



using overall costs of education, not solely devolved budget pupil unit costs, more tends to 
be spent on urban pupils. 
 
6 A French academic study of 50 schools in a rural department where 22 had been 
closed and merged into the remaining 28 showed that ten years later, by 1999/2000 in 
effect, the costs of transport alone were approaching the cost had all 50 been left open 
while as 50 they had obtained better results than the 28. We submit that the case for the 
worth of small schools to national standards and well-being is almost irrefutable and so we 
are very interested in measures designed to prevent its erasure as a desirable model of 
education. 
 
7 Professionally the model is under-pinned by the very elements deemed 
deficiencies. Mixed age and ability is how learning works in families and in everyday life. In 
good professional hands it is not surprising it is so effective academically and socially. The 
close relationship between parents and teachers, effectively sharing standards values, 
ambitions and effort, affirms the consistent findings of research as to the role of parents 
and home background in educational outcomes. In ESTYN’s 2006 news release for its 
report on inspection findings in Wales, that academic success of small schools was the 
first factor presented and the effective partnership with parents was the second.  
 
8 So far we have said nothing of the community worth of local schools, something we 
also apply to our urban village concept. We do not ignore it but it is usually a “given” even 
in closure proposals and often some gesture is made as compensation for the closure 
once effected. OFSTED’s 1999 comparative study of small schools against larger ones not 
only affirmed the better academic outcomes and teaching in small schools, along with 
pupil personal development qualities cited above but also highlighted the mutual worth of 
the contribution between schools and their communities as a reason for recommending a 
place in national provision as a whole for small schools. 
 
NASS argues that often the few relevant factors underpinning closure proposals are 
invariably short-term where the school as a community facility is longer-term. Birth-rate is 
rising. DEFRA predicts migration from town to country which we already detect and 
ESTYN has observed in Wales. There is inevitable ebb and flow but closure decisions are 
for-ever. Lee’s studies on rural de--population showed closure either the catalyst for rural 
decline or the last straw. Loss of other provision vital for sustainability inevitably followed 
especially in smaller communities. We have endorsed ideas in Wales that revise rural 
service provision in ways integrating the sustainability concept, including schooling. 
 
B: The Bill: 
 
1. The Bill offers a fair and responsible process for consideration of school closures, 
especially smaller schools. Insistence on adequate and sufficient information for those 
consulted on such matters is essential. In our long experience this rarely happens The 
Local Authority makes its case, often a set of unsubstantiated assumptions but dressed in 
plausible claims which influence decision-makers. They have little access to hard evidence 
that argues the proposal may be wrong and should even be resisted in the interest of the 
wider community. In England decisions very often reflect the views of a few Cabinet 
members and officers committed to the policy from the start. We believe the de facto by-
passing of full Council debate as opposed to mere rubber-stamping of Cabinet decisions 
creates a democratic deficit by minimising the roles of individual members for whose own 
wards even a single decision may have implications along with a collective impact on the 
wider community. We believe Cabinets were established to streamline non-contentious 
Council business but school closures are contentious and merit the full engagement of all 
elected members. 



 
2. Those consulted are at serious disadvantage in defending their instinctive sense 
that the school(s) should not close. The Scottish Consumer Council is right to argue that 
such persons should be supported financially through Local Authority funds in their efforts 
to obtain the information they need unless they can be guaranteed its provision by the 
Local Authority process. The opposing arguments are often difficult to research at short 
notice and though we are the only organisation across UK actively available to support 
such persons we obtain no funding and work entirely through volunteer effort. Closure 
processes have hitherto been exploited to distinct and unfair Local Authority advantage. 
 
3. Freedom of Information is uncovering significant examples where an Authority’s 
case rests on dubious evidence. Hitherto false claims have been difficult for parents and 
others to unpick even if they are able to disprove claims specific to their context and 
location. Possible sources of more measured analysis, for example in the English cases, 
the Churches, often find self-interested reasons to support the Local Authority and do not 
exercise the levels of scrutiny and challenge necessary to unravel arguments and data 
constructed to maximise the strength of the Authority’s case. Often closure proposals offer 
advantages to such bodies through potential sales of land and buildings. We have seen 
diocesan endorsement of a closure proposal in England where in almost 18 months of 
prior argument and campaigning a decision was taken to close a 100-pupil school, and so 
requiring twice-daily bus journeys to the alternative, without a single estimate of the initial 
transport costs involved let alone longer-term price escalation. 
 
4 We submit that the consultation stage is critically important in the closure process 
and that injustice can well occur causing individual or other harm from flawed consultation. 
We believe this significant in that recent efforts in England to engage the Local 
Government Ombudsman have been hindered by the LGO convention that injustice 
cannot occur until a final decision has been made. Not only does the 2008 statutory 
guidance impose duties on Authorities which, if neglected, do and can cause injustice at 
the earlier consultation stage but, leaving the scope for protest until later stages often 
militates against fair process. High Court recognition of injustice can still bring judgements 
in an Authority’s favour where the Authority has gone far enough down the road towards 
implementation. 
 
i.  An example of harm done at the consultation stage by flawed proposals is that the 
very plausibility of the case made, despite being unfounded in fact, reduces parental and 
community confidence as well as mis-leading decision-makers and the media. Just the 
emergence of talks or other hints that school(s) may close very much works to the 
advantage of those wanting closures. School roll often plummets as parents, despite faith 
in their school, come to see closure as inevitable. In almost every case where a school 
stays open roll not only recovers but rises, proving that the emergence of the positive 
evidence through effective if difficult campaigning has not only better informed decision-
makers but also improved general public awareness of small school worth.  
 
ii. The 2008 new Statutory Guidance in England for closing maintained schools 
emphasises this factor by insisting in the provision of “adequate and sufficient” information 
to enable “considered response”. In so doing, and in its many provisions on how decisions 
are to be made, and the need for transparency of procedure and outcome, including 
reflecting what has been contributed from consultation, these regulations reflect the 
precedent ruling in the High Court by Mr. Justice Mann as to adequacy of consultation 
procedures in public consultation exercises. 
 
iii. Mr. Justice Mann did not distinguish between supposedly formal and informal 
stages of consultation as we now find Local Authorities trying to do. A statutory closure 



notice requires “formal” consultation though Authorities attempt to circumvent it by 
confining this to drop-in and other small group sessions that deny the benefits of a full 
public meeting They then insist that any other prior consultation is “informal” and not 
bound by statutory guidance. We submit that adequate and sufficient provision of 
information and full public debate are as vital at every stage of public consultation. Else 
Authorities return to their historical practice of presenting only the information that supports 
their case.  
5. There are time-scale factors too. English guidance now requires adequate time for 
consultation and excluding periods when schools are closed and parents and others 
affected likely to be away. Cumbria launched its 15-year reorganisation plan in 2008 the 
day before the Easter holidays began, setting a response deadline for soon after schools 
re-opened. Many saw the proposals for the first time two or three weeks before the 
deadline and before responses were possible there were three regional meetings “to 
explain” the proposals, which were clearly not self-explanatory.  
 
NASS led a campaign through the local media during the Easter period that drew angry 
responses to local editors for publishing the broader perspectives and concerns we aired 
but which in due course brought withdrawal of the original plans and replacement with a 
far more positive set of statements about the future of small schools in Cumbria. Officers 
admitted they had themselves not known of much of the evidence we have gathered. They 
were more influenced by the conventional claims of deficiency and excessive cost bringing 
massive savings from rationalisation. 
 
6. In our recent discussions with the Local Government Ombudsman, we were 
dismayed to find that his senior staff were deliberating the issues raised without knowledge 
or copies of the 2008 Guidance. This hardly enables proper judgements of 
maladministration especially when the consultation stage is denied relevance. Defenders 
of small schools have historically faced considerable bureaucratic hazards and 
impediments which have contributed to the steady reduction of numbers despite the model 
itself flourishing against all predictions and expectations. 
 
 7. A key factor is ultimate right to independent appeal. We cited the Adjudicator’s 
decision earlier in an English case. Access to adjudication has been limited ever since the 
Government changed the system to an allegedly more locally responsive one than the 
long-practised appeal to the Secretary of State. The Blair Government in its exercise of 
that role before it introduced changes kept open 11 of 12 small schools referred on appeal 
to it precisely because the LEA overlooked key criteria such as high standards, popularity 
with parents and community worth. The 110/98 pledge of an end to wholesale closures 
through a “presumption against closure” has rarely been taken seriously at Local Authority 
level and no evidence emerges that debate has occurred of what Ministers still describe as 
but a “last resort..” Ministers have twice told us in writing that surplus places are not a 
reason to close village schools but successive closure proposals still argue this motive. A 
“presumption against closure” needs enforcement power if it is to be taken seriously. 
Those Ministerial criteria for retention of small schools have been weakened by 
subsequent developments limiting the right of appeal to independent arbitration.  
 
That we now find English Councils riding roughshod over statutory guidance may well 
reflect the lack of process for adequately monitoring their actions and holding them to 
account. Thus the statutory duty ‘to provide diversity, choice and a system shaped by 
parents’ meets reorganisation proposals designed to insist on a standard size and 
character for every school, the antithesis of diversity and choice and usually opposed by 
parents. LGO disinterest means little recourse for communities unable to fund access to 
the High Court and having first to pass legal potential criteria anyway 
 



i. Whilst we welcome the involvement of HMIe in the assessment of a school’s virtue 
we would be concerned if short-term failings brought the long-term loss of a school to a 
community. It has been shown in England and Wales that once the occasional failing small 
school attracts proper Local Authority advice it rapidly improves. Research consistently 
shows quality in education derives from leadership vision and energy. These are possible 
in any school but we submit that they become more difficult as the numbers involved rise 
and in that vital partnership with parents almost impossible to do what small schools do so 
well. A rapidly changing future faces our youngest children and the as yet unborn. Few can 
tell NASS what provision will look like even ten years ahead. Four major studies have 
shown that beyond basic working comfort the quality of buildings little impacts on pupil 
performance. We submit the two resources children will always need are good parents and 
good teachers and those are the proper targets for investment and well-served by small 
schools. 
 
 
Mervyn Benford 
Information Officer 
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